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EITC 
Getting it Right

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
I want to thank you…
Thank you for choosing this seminar…I know you had other choices
Thank you for wanting to stay current on this important issue
And, thank you for helping your clients get the EITC they deserve

.07 Earned Income Credit.
(1) In general. For taxable years beginning in 2007, the following amounts are used
to determine the earned income credit.  The "earned income amount" is
the amount of earned income at or above which the maximum amount of the earned
income credit is allowed. The "threshold phase-out amount" is the amount of adjusted
gross income (or, if greater, earned income) above which the maximum amount of the
credit begins to phase out. The "completed phase-out amount" is the amount of
adjusted gross income (or, if greater, earned income) at or above which no credit is
allowed.

�
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We’ve got a lot to cover…

• Due Diligence Requirements

• Eligibility Requirements 

• Who is a Qualifying Child? 

• Online Tools 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Learn about some of the more complex EITC issues such as: .  
Due Diligence Requirements – 
Its important to you and to us that you practice due diligence.  As I talked with many tax practitioners.  I remember discussing due diligence with a gentleman who was talking how important it was to him that he give world class service because that was the crux of his business.  Jim stated that he didn’t worry about what was happening in other people’s office’s.  To him, it was important that he and his staff did a thorough job up front, He wanted to decrease any chance that this client’s got audited.  Having to work any issues on the back end was time and money.  Also, his client’s come back to him year after year.  We will give you tips to ensure that you comply with the due diligence requirements and what to do in special situations.
Overview of Eligibility Requirements – 
qualify your clients faster and more accurately by understanding eligibility requirements.  It looks simple, but I am going to show you how complex it really can be.  (anything about relying on software?) 
Who is a Qualifying Child? – Educate your clients on the three tests each qualifying child must meet in order to claim the credit. 

Highlight Marketing Tools – Discover marketing tools available to attract and educate your EITC clients.�
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Due diligence requirements

Knowledge of Correct 
Taxpayer Information 
Knowledge of Correct Knowledge of Correct 
Taxpayer InformationTaxpayer Information

33

Checklist CompletionChecklist CompletionChecklist Completion

11

44

Record RetentionRecord RetentionRecord Retention

Credit ComputationCredit ComputationCredit Computation

22

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Preparers must exercise due diligence by obtaining accurate information to determine a taxpayer’s eligibility for EITC or be subject to a penalty of $100 per return.  Preparers must meet these requirements:
Checklist completion 
Preparer must either complete Form 8867 or its equivalent
Completion must be based on information provided by the taxpayer to the preparer

Credit computation 
Preparer must keep the EIC worksheet or an equivalent that demonstrates how the EIC was computed 

Knowledge of Correct taxpayer information
Must not know or have reason to know that any information used by the preparer in determining the taxpayer’s eligibility for, or the amount of, the EIC is incorrect
May not ignore the implications of information furnished to, or known by, the preparer
Must make reasonable inquiries if information furnished to, or known by, the preparer appears to be incorrect, inconsistent, or incomplete

Discuss that the knowledge requirement is the most missed and most penalized requirement during due diligence visits.
Findings From FY 2005 & FY 2006 Due Diligence Visits
In 2005, 33% of the preparers were penalized.  In 2006, the number increased to 44%.
In 2005, 82% of the penalties were assessed due to failure to comply with the knowledge requirement

Record retention 
Must retain Form 8867 and EIC worksheet or the equivalent, and
Must maintain record of how and when the information used to complete these forms was obtained
Must verify the identity of the person furnishing the information 
Must retain records for 3 years after the June 30th following the date the return or claim was presented for signature.
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Form 8867 – It is not 
just a check mark

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
 These practitioners were able to accurately qualify their clients because they were diligent in probing for information. They had well-developed interview skills and knew the right questions to ask.

Due diligence is more than a check mark on a worksheet…it’s more than answering a question in your software…it involves employing experience and analysis. It requires understanding what’s behind the question. 

 For example, listening to your mental bells going off when a client says she supported her child and herself on $3,000 of self-employment income…because you know that EITC is one of the few occasions when some taxpayers overstate their income to get a larger credit than they are entitled to.

Due diligence also involves interviewing clients in terms that resonate with the client, not with our industry jargon. For example…do any of your clients assume they are the head of their household simply because they pay the bills?

Look out for Fraud:
Typed, handwritten or duplicated W-2s 
W-2s with noticeable corrections
W-2s that differ in style from same employer
Little or no documentation of income that qualifies taxpayer for EITC
Returns containing similar figures for wages and withholdings
Income not sufficient to cover claimed expenses
Claiming false dependents 
Bought or sold a dependent’s identity
Inflating deductions on schedule A (Itemized Deductions) including charitable contributions, medical or dental expenses 
Claiming tax credits through falsifying material matters such as business expenses
Creating a false Schedule C business in order to offset the taxpayer’s income

Discuss that software is not a substitute for knowledge and asking the right questions.�
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Addressing egregious 
preparers

• Year round visits with possible 
civil penalties

• Referrals to Criminal Investigation 
for criminal penalties

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
We heard you tell us how non-qualifying clients leave your office in search of preparers who will qualify them…and I assure you…we are trying to combat these unscrupulous preparers.

We are making personal visits to preparers whose returns appear to have a high error rate. Last year, we visited XXX preparers and after reviewing their EITC checklists and other records, recommended $XXX in civil penalties.

Our Criminal Investigation folks are aggressively working with the US attorneys to bring criminal charges against the most abusive preparers. For example:
The Texas preparer sentenced to 18 years in prison for falsely qualifying clients for EITC;
The Indiana preparer who pled guilty to filing fraudulent EITC claims and was sentenced to 27 months in prison;
The Alabama preparer sentenced to two years in prison for preparing fraudulent returns that qualified clients for EITC, giving clients an small portion of the refund and pocketing the rest;
The Florida preparer sentenced to 63 months in prison for identity theft and making false refund claims, including EITC;
And the list goes on…

We appreciate your efforts to get it right and only prepare EITC claims for qualifying clients…we’re trying to ensure you have a level playing field. 
 FY2007 Case Examples with "Earned Income Tax Credit"
The following examples are excerpts from public record documents on file in the court records in the judicial district in which the cases were prosecuted.
Abusive Return Preparer Program Case Examples
Texas Tax Preparer Sentenced to 18 Years in Prison
On February 16, 2007, in Austin, TX, Jonathan Marshall, Sr. was sentenced to 18 years in prison and ordered to pay $5,724 for the cost of prosecution for preparing fraudulent tax returns for clients.  In addition to the prison term, he was ordered not to prepare or assist in preparing tax returns while in federal prison.  Marshall was convicted of 40 tax fraud charges in November 2006.  The jury found that from 2000-2005, Marshall placed false dependents and false business income or losses on his clients’ tax returns in order to qualify them for larger tax refunds.  The majority of his illegal tax scheme involved falsely qualifying his clients for the Earned Income Credit.
Tax Return Preparer Sentenced for Filing False Income tax Returns for Clients
On February 2, 2007, in Indianapolis, IN, Edith Davidson was sentenced to 27 months in prison following her guilty plea to aiding and assisting in the preparation and filing of false income tax returns which claimed false refunds totaling almost $270,000. Davidson was employed by an Indianapolis Jackson Hewitt tax franchise from approximately 2000 through early 2007.  Beginning in approximately 2003 and continuing through approximately 2005, Davidson prepared or caused to be prepared a total of 60 false income tax returns for other individuals.  Each of the returns contained false and fraudulent information, false and fraudulent dependants and/or false and fraudulent earned income credit claims.  Davidson personally prepared and caused to be filed 41 of the false income tax returns and instructed and assisted another return preparer in the preparation and filing of the other nineteen.
Alabama Man Sentenced to Two Years in Prison on Tax Fraud Charges
On January 18, 2007, in Montgomery, AL, Matthew Okonkwo, a Nigerian national who had been residing in Dothan, AL, was sentenced to 24 months in prison on one count of conspiracy to defraud the United States and 11 counts of aiding in the preparation of fraudulent income tax returns. Upon completion of his sentence, Okonkwo will face deportation proceedings. Okonkwo was convicted by a jury on November 1, 2006. According to the evidence at trial, Okonkwo owned Eagle Financial Services, a tax preparation business. Okonkwo electronically filed 11 tax returns for the tax year 1999 that falsely claimed that the taxpayers had been employed by CJB Ice Cream in Fort Walton Beach, Florida. Many of the returns also listed children and foster children who were not the true children of the taxpayers. The false statement qualified the taxpayers for the Earned Income Credit, and as a result refunds were issued that the taxpayers were not entitled to receive. Okonkwo did not tell the taxpayers the true amount of the refunds, giving them a small amount in cash. The balance of the refunds was deposited in accounts controlled by Okonkwo. The IRS issued a total of $45,508 in refunds as a result of this scheme.
Questionable Refund Program Case Examples
Guilty Plea in First Federal Income Tax Prosecution in Saipan; Fraudulent Tax Refund Scheme Victimized Hundreds of Residents
On May 10, 2007, in Saipan, Antonieta Bonifacio Aguon, a citizen of the Philippines and present in the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) as an Immediate Relative, pleaded guilty to a one-count Information charging her with conspiring to submit false claims against the United States. This same count further charged Aguon with aiding, assisting, counseling, procuring and advising tax fraud.  According to court documents, beginning around March 2006, Aguon began preparing fraudulent United States income tax returns for CNMI residents in order to claim the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC).  She conspired with recruiters, who brought her taxpayer information, including names, social security numbers, bank account information, Forms W-2 and fictitious United States addresses. Aguon charged 5% of the tax refund, while the recruiters charged another 5% or more.  Aguon continued preparing and submitting false tax returns until she was approached by special agents of IRS Criminal Investigation in April 2007.  Over a two year period, Aguon prepared approximately 275 false returns, resulting in a loss to the United States of approximately $850,000.
Nashville Man Sentenced for Tax Fraud Scheme
On April 23, 2007, in Nashville, TN, Vernon Tresmont Carter was sentenced to 15 months in prison, followed by three years of supervised release and ordered to pay $8,397 in restitution to the Internal Revenue Service.  Carter was indicted on January 18, 2006, charged with three counts of filing false claims for federal income tax refunds with the IRS for the years 2000, 2001 and 2002.  In December 2006, Carter was found guilty by a jury on all three counts in the indictment.  Evidence presented during the trial revealed that Carter provided false W-2 Forms claiming he had earned income from an employer during each of the above years when, in fact, he had never earned the reported wages. These fraudulent income amounts, along with falsely claimed dependants, allowed Carter to claim the earned income tax credit each year, thus generating tax refunds that Carter was otherwise not entitled to receive.  Additionally, trial testimony revealed that when initially questioned by the IRS about the filed tax returns and his fraudulent claims for income tax refunds, Carter denied that he had signed the tax returns and stated that he had not filed tax returns with the IRS for years 2000, 2001, and 2002.  Forensic fingerprint analysis testimony presented during the trial showed that Carter’s thumbprint was found on one of the refund anticipation loan checks Carter received, endorsed and cashed as a result of one of false claims for a tax refund.
Defendant Sentenced In Tax Fraud Scheme
On January 30, 2007, Baltimore, MD, Clarenth Miles was sentenced to 15 months in prison followed by three years of supervised release for conspiring to defraud the IRS.  Miles was also ordered to pay restitution to the IRS in the amount of $102,054 and to pay over $35,000 in restitution to two banks that issued refund anticipation loans based on fraudulent tax returns.  According to the plea agreement, from March 2000 through May 2002, Miles, her husband Antonio Miles and her friend, Cantrice Moore, prepared and filed federal income tax returns seeking refunds that included fabricated wages, tax withholding amounts and deductions.  Some included false schedule C business income, dependents and earned income credits.  At least one reported false alimony payments.  The defendants filed false returns in their own and other persons’ names.  The investigation revealed that the defendants filed false federal individual income tax returns seeking refunds totaling more than $200,000.  Miles was employed by the State of Maryland, Department of Social Services, Family Services section, in Baltimore City and had access to the files of foster children.  She stole the identification of several foster children, provided the identity information to Cantrice Moore, and both Miles and Moore filed false tax returns in the names of the foster children or falsely listed the foster children as dependents.  Antonio Miles pled guilty to the conspiracy and identity theft charges, and was sentenced on January 16, 2007, to one year and one day in prison followed by three years of supervised release.  He was also ordered to pay more than $60,000 in restitution to the IRS and the two victim banks. Cantrice Moore pled guilty to the same charges and was sentenced on August 31 to three years of probation, with the first six months to be spent in home detention with electronic monitoring.  Judge Nickerson also ordered her to do 200 hours of community service, recommending that she perform that service at a homeless shelter. The fine was waived, however, Moore was ordered to pay $52,567 in restitution.
Defendants Sentenced to Prison in Connection with Fraudulent Tax Refund Scheme
On January 19, 2007, in Fresno, CA, Michael Guevara Gonzales and Anita Emmalinda Martinez were sentenced for their roles in a fraudulent tax refund scheme.  Gonzales was sentenced to 21 months in prison and ordered to pay $100,675 in restitution and Martinez was sentenced to 10 months in prison and ordered to pay $73,000 in restitution. In October 2006, Gonzales pleaded guilty to 31 counts of making or presenting false claims to the IRS. Martinez pleaded guilty to 16 counts of filing false claims and three counts of assisting in the preparation of false tax returns. In their plea agreements, Gonzales and Martinez admitted that they each submitted false Forms 1040, Individual Income Tax Returns, to the IRS in order to receive refund checks. They further admitted that many of the tax returns used false Forms W-2 to claim fraudulent wages and withholdings, thereby making the alleged taxpayer eligible for a tax refund. The false Forms W-2 also listed employers who did not employ the taxpayers listed on the tax returns. Gonzales and Martinez admitted to using residence addresses of family members and friends to receive the fraudulent refund checks, and to depositing the checks into bank accounts which were owned or controlled by them. Martinez admitted that she aided and assisted in the preparation and presentation to the IRS of income tax returns which falsely claimed that the taxpayers were entitled to the Earned Income Tax Credit.
Tax Preparer Stole Identification Information of Inmates to File False Tax Returns
On November 22, 2006, in Jacksonville, FL, Morris Hines, aka Jonathon William Morris II, was sentenced to 63 months in prison to be followed by three years of supervised release for making false claims against the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and for identity theft. Hines was also ordered to pay a personal money judgment of $152,171, and to pay $152,171 in restitution to the IRS. According to court documents, from April 2003 through April 2004, Hines worked as a tax return preparer for Jackson Hewitt, and later for his own business, Compro-Tax, in Lake City, FL. During this time, the defendant prepared and submitted to the IRS more than 80 fraudulent federal income tax returns for the tax years 2000, 2001, 2002, and 2003, seeking bogus refunds totaling more than $400,000. To carry out this scheme, Hines used the internet to obtain personal information, including names and dates of birth, for at least 150 Florida inmates from the Florida Department of Corrections' online database. He then used the internet to search other online public records to obtain the inmates’ social security numbers. Using this information, Hines prepared and filed false tax returns under the inmates’ names and social security numbers without the knowledge or permission of the inmates. Using his knowledge as a tax preparer, Hines was able to prepare tax returns falsely claiming exemptions for dependents, the Earned Income Tax Credit and the Fuel Tax Credit. In addition, Hines prepared false Form 1099's from fictitious companies to support business income reported on Schedule C’s filed with the false tax returns. When Hines received refund checks, he endorsed the checks in the inmates' names and deposited them into bank accounts he controlled under the names Compro-Tax and Jonathon W. Morris. In addition to the bogus refund scheme described above, Hines prepared and filed falsified tax returns on behalf of legitimate clients of Compro-Tax. Without the client’s knowledge, Hines falsely indicated on their returns that the taxpayers were blind, thereby improperly increasing their otherwise legitimate tax refunds.
 �
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Not as easy as it looks

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
 For 2007 The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) is worth up to $4,716.  This is money that can make a difference in the life’s of those who receive it.  
EITC is one of the most complex areas of individual tax law.
At face value, the basic eligibility requirements appear straight-forward:
Basic eligibility requirements 
Must have earned income
 The Earned Income Limits for 2007 are:
Earned less than $12,590 ($14,590 if married filing jointly) and did not have any qualifying children
Earned less than $33,241 ($35,241 if married filing jointly) and have one qualifying child (See Who is  a Qualifying Child Below)
Earned less than $37,783 ($39,783 if married filing jointly) and have more than one qualifying child
Must have a valid social security number
Cannot file as married filing separately
Generally cannot be a resident alien
Cannot be a qualifying child of another person
Cannot be filing Form 2555 or Form 2555-EZ related to foreign income
Investment income is limited
For 2007, the investment income is limited to $2,900
If you do not have a qualifying child, you must:  (NOTE:  We talk about the childless worker on a later slide)
be age 25 but under 65 at the end of the year, 
live in the United States for more than half the year, and 
not qualify as a dependent of another person 
Avoid the most common errors
Using the incorrect social security number
Misreporting income
Claiming a child that is not a qualifying child
Incorrectly filing as single or head of household when married

e rules are very specific and apply to all eligible applicants.  Qualifying children can get very complicated if you don’t know the rules.  Examples of a few scenarios will be explained, as some of you may have possibly experienced some of the same situations.  

�
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For 2007 the maximum 
EITC credit is $4,716

$0
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$2,000
$3,000

$4,000

$5,000

$0 $5,000 $10,000 $15,000 $20,000 $25,000 $30,000 $35,000 $40,000 $45,000

0 Children, Maximum $428

1 Child, Maximum $2,853

2 Children, Maximum $4,536

Married, 0 Children

Married, 1 Child

Married, 2 children

Credit phases out as income increases
Claiming children raises the limit on income eligibility and increases the 
value of the credit
If married, income eligibility increases up to $2,000

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Either delete slide or put into a graph to talk about the “sweet spot” and the thresholds�
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Qualifying children

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
A qualifying child is a child who:
Is a son or daughter (including an adopted child or child placed for adoption), stepchild, foster child placed by an authorized placement agency or court, brother, sister, stepbrother, stepsister or a descendant of any of them.
At the end of the filing year was:
Younger than 19, or
Younger than 24 and a full-time student, or
Any age if permanently and totally disabled at any time during the year.
Lived with the claimant in the United States for more than half of the year.

Your colleagues have told me a lot of interesting stories that demonstrate this complexity…I imagine you have some yourself and hope you’ll share them with us at the booth.

Some that stand out are:

The male taxpayer who wanted to claim the credit based on his two stepsons…a little unusual, but plausible. After asking to see the Social Security cards, the preparer discovered the boys had different last names…again, very possible. But this astute practitioner kept probing and discovered the boys were only 10 years younger than the stepfather…and maybe they weren’t really his stepsons…

Or, the taxpayer who assumes, or insists, that she qualifies for the credit strictly because she received the credit last year (you, being conscientious and thorough know that situations change year to year, and that the prior preparer could have made a mistake.
Or the client who insists she is a head of household because she provides the majority of the income or didn’t live with a mate for part of the year.

Again, software programs are not a substitute for you – the tax professional.   �
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Who Can Claim the 
EITC?

STEPFATHER
EARNED INC. - $10,000

MOTHER 
EARNED INC. - $15,000

CHILD LIVED WITH 
STEPFATHER 7 MONTHS 
AND MOTHER 5 MONTHS
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Who Can Claim the 
EITC?

THE MOTHER OF THE CHILD DOES NOT 
MEET THE RESIDENCY TEST. 

RULE: CHILD MUST HAVE LIVED WITH 
THE CLAIMANT IN THE UNITED STATES 
FOR MORE THAN HALF OF THE YEAR.

ANSWER: THE 
STEPFATHER
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Who Can Claim the 
EITC?

STEPFATHER
EARNED INC. - $10,000

MOTHER
EARNED INC. - $15,000

CHILD LIVED OVER HALF 
THE YEAR WITH EACH
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Who Can Claim the 
EITC?

IF BOTH CLAIM THE BABY, THE TIE- 
BREAKER RULES WILL APPLY.

ANSWER: 
EITHER ONE. THEY DECIDE.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Tie-breaker rules:
IF only one of the persons is the child’s parent
THEN only the parent can treat the child as a qualifying child.
IF two of the persons are parents of the child, and they do not file a joint return together
THEN only the parent with whom the child lived the longest during the year can treat the child as a qualifying child.
IF two of the persons are parents of the child, the child lived with each parent the same amount of time during the year, and the parents do not file a joint  return together
THEN only the parent with the highest adjusted gross income (AGI) can treat the child as a qualifying child.
IF none of the persons are the child’s parent 
THEN only the person with the highest AGI can treat the child as a qualifying child.
�
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Tie Breaker Rules
• IF only one of the persons is the child’s parent

– THEN only the parent can treat the child as a 
qualifying child.

• IF two of the persons are parents of the child, and they 
do not file a joint return together
– THEN only the parent with whom the child lived 

the longest during the year can treat the child as a 
qualifying child.

• IF two of the persons are parents of the child, the child 
lived with each parent the same amount of time during 
the year, and the parents do not file a joint  return 
together
– THEN only the parent with the highest adjusted 

gross income (AGI) can treat the child as a qualifying 
child.

• IF none of the persons are the child’s parent 
– THEN only the person with the highest AGI can 

treat the child as a qualifying child.
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Who we’re missing…
• Childless workers

• Rural taxpayers

• Non-traditional families

• New citizens with English as a 
second language

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�

We don’t believe we are reaching all of the eligible taxpayers.
We believe there are thousands more who qualify but aren’t claiming the credit.

We estimate that only 75 to 80 percent of eligible taxpayers claim their EITC. There could be as much as $5 billion in unclaimed credits…and we need your help in reaching these taxpayers. 

Why? Because more than 70 percent of the EITC claims were professionally prepared last year.

Reaching these eligible taxpayers is not only an opportunity to expand your service, but an opportunity to help qualified taxpayers in your community to get the money they deserve.

In total, more than 22 million taxpayers received the earned income tax credit last year. 

You and your colleagues directly helped more than XXX of these taxpayers boost their refunds by more than $XXX million.
 
That’s an average of $XXX in the pockets of low-income workers for a down payment on a home, to pay bills, and care for their families.

That sounds like a lot, but we don’t believe it’s the whole picture. 

We think that those people who do not take advantage of the credit are:
Taxpayers without children
	- must be age 25 but under age 65at the end of the year
	- not qualify as a dependent of another person
	- live in the US for more than half the year
Rural Taxpayers
Non-traditional families – Those grandparents who are taking care of grandchildren.  An Aunt or an Uncle – 
Those people who do have a social security card that are relatively new to this country   -  Do we want to say anything about the impact that the new immigration bill might have?
�
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Online tools at 
IRS.gov 

• Tax Practitioner Toolkit 
(access directly at www.eitcfortaxpreparers.com)

• EITC Assistant

• Publications and worksheets

• Special rules

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Many tools – to help you attract and qualify EITC clients -- are at your fingertips 24/7

The Tax Practitioner Toolkit is just that…we’ve included EITC specific marketing tools – sample appointment letters (give more examples) etc. to help you communicate with your clients, plus information about qualifications, special rules, compliance issues, emerging issues and due diligence requirements.

The EITC Assistant walks your clients through the qualification process, step by step, to determine filing status, qualifying children and compute credit amounts. It’s available in both English and Spanish and a great tool to use with the taxpayer to show them whether they qualify.
All the forms, publications and worksheets you need are online with convenient links in the Tax Practitioner Toolkit or on our special EITC page tof tax professionals (www.irs.gov/eitc)

And, of course, you’ll find the eligibility reuirements, along with the various special rules for the clergy, military, disabled taxpayers and more. You never have to guess…the answer is always just a mouse click away.  
If you aren’t familiar with these tools, please stop by our booth and let us show you!�
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In a nutshell
• Know the law

• Ask if in doubt

• Maximize the tools

• Reach out to qualifying taxpayers

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Reach out to qualifying taxpayers in your community – those in rural areas, those in shelters, those in non-traditional family arrangements – and help them get the credit they deserve. It’s good for your business, it’s good for the taxpayers, and it’s good for your community.

Leverage the online tools and information at your disposal…stop by our booth, we’d love to give you a hands on demo.

Know that we appreciate your diligence in accurately qualifying your clients…in probing and digging for the facts.

We have a few minutes for questions, please use the microphones so we can all hear your question.

Wrap-up
I’m sorry that we’re out of time, but please stop by our booth because we’d love to continue this dialogue with you.

I’m going to close this session the way I opened it…thank you for your interest, your attention, and your help in delivering the earned income tax credit to those who qualify…�
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